
Educational effects of OECD Tohoku School on students

・Greater ability to debate forcefully and achieve
・Deepened feelings for region and Japan
・Improved ability to think constructively and critically
・Dramatic improvement in ICT technology skills
・Building inter-local relations

= Toward mutually empowering relations



I watched my town being 
swept away by the 

tsunami, and couldn’t tell 
whether it was real or a 

hallucination.

I graduated so I’m 
separated from teachers 

and my friends  who 
move out. But I decided 

to do my best for the 
first year at junior high 

school. 

I was a bit confused 
when my junior high 

school life began, but I 
was able to fit in and 

started to enjoy it.



When I started junior 
high school, I saw my 
friends I haven’t met 
so long, so it was just 

playful.
School reopened! At 

first it felt 
uncomfortable, but 

the lessons and 
events went normally.

I couldn’t find my best 
friend, and some other 
people helped me to 

look around for. We met 
on the day of the 

graduation ceremony.

I went to school and 
met my friends again. 

School life has 
changed a lot, too.



Possibilities for Japan’s schools that emerged 
from the disaster

・Efforts of teachers and schools that functioned as 
“life-preserving strongholds”
・Integration of course instruction and lifestyle 
guidance: the certainty with which teachers keep an 
eye on children
・Symbolic function providing “stability” to communities
・Schools as a link between education and welfare



Future-building 
education
Adult-child 

collaboration model

Recovery 
from 

disaster

Revitali-
zation of 
Tohoku Pursuit of 

national 
interests

Toward future-building education



Initiatives by 
different 
ministries

and sectors

Industry-
government-

academia
collaboration

Utilizing a 
wide range of

communication tools

Different 
school years 
collaborate

Creating innovation in education

Balance 
between sexes

Students
and teachers
collaborate 
as equals

Students in disaster
areas with different 

disaster experiences 
meet

Policy, research
and field
intersect

Feeling closer to
foreign countries
on a student level

Disaster areas 
(Tohoku) and non-disaster

areas (outside Tohoku)
interact



Establishment of
Innovative Learning Laboratory (ILLab)


